**MILDICIDE & BACTERICIDE FUNGICIDE DEODORANT (Anti-Microbial)**

**Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus** is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria and Viruses Caused by Bacteria.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

- Diisobutylphenoxyethoxy ethyl o-Phenylphenol 0.22%
- Dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride monohydrate 0.70%

**TOTAL** 100.00%

**INERT INGREDIENTS** 99.08%

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**FIRST AID**

**EPA Reg. No. 75155-75-950**

**Manufactured For:**

75155-1500

9152-CA-001

10634-MA-1

8370-IL-1

49292-WA-01

42403-TX-001

**TO DISINFECT FARM PREMISES, POULTRY HOUSES, ANIMAL PENS AND VEHICLES**

Remove all animals and feed and hay from barns, pens, stalls, chutes and other facilities occupied or traversed by animals. Empty all troughs, feeders and waterers. Thoroughly clean all surfaces with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Saturate all surfaces with the recommended disinfecting solution for a period of ten minutes. Immerse all halters, ropes and other types of equipment used for restraining animals, as well as forks, shovels and scrapers used for removing litter and manure. Ventilate buildings, the recommended disinfecting solution for a period of ten minutes. Immerse all halters, ropes and other types of equipment used for restraining animals, as well as forks, shovels and scrapers used for removing litter and manure. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Spray avian, rodent and other animal and human wastes and carcasses as directed above, prior to removal and disposal. Treat spaces and surfaces as specified in method of application. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings. After use, clean all feed racks, mangers, troughs, automatic feeders, fountains and waterers with soap or detergent and rinse with water. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application until thoroughly wet to dry surfaces. Ventilate buildings, inaccessible spaces in buildings. Use as a feedlot disinfectant and debacterizing agent on carpeting found in schools, toilets, markets, shelters and commercial and public buildings.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

WARNING: May be harmful if swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through the skin. Do not ingest. Do not get in eyes, on skin, on clothing.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus should be used in accordance with the directions for use, recommended concentration and proper equipment.

Shake well before using. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application. After a flood or water damage, vacuum or extract as much water as possible before application. Apply full strength with sprayer until treated areas are thoroughly moist, use enough so that treated surfaces and objects remain wet for at least 10 minutes. Spray surfaces and objects must be cleaned of gross filth with suitable detergent before treatment. Spray surfaces and objects until thoroughly wet, allow for at least 10 minutes, for totally wetted objects, allow longer to develop antimicrobial activity. After drying, treat again at 10 minute intervals. For best results carpets should be cleaned before application.

General Method of Application

Surfaces and objects must be cleaned before application. Spray surfaces and objects until thoroughly wet, as soon as possible after treated surfaces and objects remain wet for at least 10 minutes. May be applied with a sponge to inaccessible surfaces and equipment, allow to dry for 10 minutes. For equipment and other large volume applications, advantage may be taken of gravity feed equipment. Protective clothing, gloves and respirator. Heavily treated spaces should be adequately ventilated and not re-entrained of treated areas. Recommended treatments are generally 10 minutes contact time for surface disinfection. AVOID WINDY OR FOGGY CONDITIONS ON USE DIRECTIONS FOR DISPOSAL

Inert Ingredients: 99.08%

Dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride monohydrate 0.70%

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses and Caused by Bacteria. Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses and Caused by Bacteria.

APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

GENERAL USES

• Residential Homes
• Veterinary Clinics
• Swim Areas
• Sports Areas
• Athletic Fields
• Day Care Facilities
•اصر

DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT (Anti-Microbial)

MILDEWICIDE • BACTERICIDE • FUNGICIDE • DEODORIZING AGENT (Anti-Microbial)

FOR HOUSEHOLD, FARM PREMISES AND ANIMAL QUARTERS

FOR USE IN DOCTOR'S OFFICE, HOSPITALS, HOLLERS, RESTROOMS, HOMES, AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS.

MILDEWICIDE • BACTERICIDE • FUNGICIDE

FOR USE ON PRE-CLEANED HARD NON-POSSIBLE SURFACES SUCH AS TILED PORCELAIN, WASTE RECEPTACLES, COMPACTORS, ON, IN AND AROUND RESTROOMS, WASHROOMS, AND VETERINARY CLINICS; IN SCHOOLS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, OFFICES, HOMES AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS.

For use on pre-cleaned hard non-porous surfaces such as tiled porcelain, waste receptacles, компакторs, on, in and around restrooms, washrooms, and veterinary clinics; in schools, hotels, motels, restaurants, offices, homes and industrial buildings.

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses and Caused by Bacteria.

AS A BACTERIOSTAT, FUNGISTAT AND DEODORIZING AGENT

Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus as directed to foods, walls, ceilings that have been damaged by smoke, fire, floods and sewage backups. For cleanup operation in areas such as attic, basements, areas above suspended ceilings and similar inaccessible spaces in buildings. Spray areas, roof and other animal and human rooms and offices as directed above, prior to re-entraining and before use. Total space and surfaces to be treated must be specified in method of application. As a one for the sanitizing and deodorizing agent used on clothing found in schools, toilets, homes, showers and commercial and industrial public buildings. After a flood or water damage, reach in some cases, before application. Apply full strength with a sprayer and to soap off treated area and rinse with potable water. For athletes foot mist to soap off treated areas and rinse. In the treatment liquid and pooling, a fogger is recommended. Allow to remain until dry. Be sure results should be seen within one hour after treatment.

To Disinfect Farm Premises, Poultry Houses, Animal Pens and Vehicles

Remove all animals and feed and bedding from the area to be treated. Thoroughly clean and thoroughly wet the area to be treated. Thoroughly dry the treated area after cleaning. Mix Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus with enough potable water to provide a solution of 10 parts of Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus to 100 parts of water. Spraying equipment, protective clothing, gloves and respirator. Heavily treated spaces should be adequately ventilated and not re-entrained of treated areas. Recommended treatments are generally 10 minutes contact time for surface disinfection. AVOID WINDY OR FOGGY CONDITIONS ON USE DISPOSAL

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE

Keep from freezing. Store in ventilated areas. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal. Dispose leftovers on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

• Second hand furniture shops
• Veterinaries
• Shoes & Boots
• Exercise rooms
• Restoration Service
• Antique shops
• Odor Control Service
• Movie booths
• Upholsterers' Shops
• Waste Removal Service
• Disinfection Service
• Laundry receiving stations
• Storage areas and Basements
• Water Damage Service
• Carpet Cleaning Service
• Waste Compactors
• Trash Chutes and Garbage Rooms

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus should be used in accordance with the directions for use, recommended concentration and proper equipment. Shake well before using. Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus full strength as directed in the general method of application.

Inert Ingredients: 99.08%

Dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride monohydrate 0.70%
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AS A BACTERIOSTAT, FUNGISTAT AND DEODORIZING AGENT

Apply Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus as directed to foods, walls, ceilings that have been damaged by smoke, fire, floods and sewage backups. For cleanup operation in areas such as attic, basements, areas above suspended ceilings and similar inaccessible spaces in buildings. Spray areas, roof and other animal and human rooms and offices as directed above, prior to re-entraining and before use. Total space and surfaces to be treated must be specified in method of application. As a one for the sanitizing and deodorizing agent used on clothing found in schools, toilets, homes, showers and commercial and industrial public buildings. After a flood or water damage, reach in some cases, before application. Apply full strength with a sprayer and to soap off treated area and rinse with potable water. For athletes foot mist to soap off treated areas and rinse. In the treatment liquid and pooling, a fogger is recommended. Allow to remain until dry. Be sure results should be seen within one hour after treatment.

To Disinfect Farm Premises, Poultry Houses, Animal Pens and Vehicles

Remove all animals and feed and bedding from the area to be treated. Thoroughly clean and thoroughly wet the area to be treated. Thoroughly dry the treated area after cleaning. Mix Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus with enough potable water to provide a solution of 10 parts of Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus to 100 parts of water. Spraying equipment, protective clothing, gloves and respirator. Heavily treated spaces should be adequately ventilated and not re-entrained of treated areas. Recommended treatments are generally 10 minutes contact time for surface disinfection. AVOID WINDY OR FOGGY CONDITIONS ON USE DISPOSAL

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE

Keep from freezing. Store in ventilated areas. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal. Dispose leftovers on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.

Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.

Container Disposal: Non-reconditionable container. Do not reuse or resell this container. Torsion ring (or equivalent). Then recycle, for available or purchase or disposal of its container, liquid, or contents, if desired and at state law and/or state regulation. When burning, be sure to not get into eyes, on clothing.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Container Disposal: Non-reconditionable container. Do not reuse or resell this container. Torsion ring (or equivalent). Then recycle, for available or purchase or disposal of its container, liquid, or contents, if desired and at state law and/or state regulation. When burning, be sure to not get into eyes, on clothing.
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Container Disposal: Non-reconditionable container. Do not reuse or resell this container. Torsion ring (or equivalent). Then recycle, for available or purchase or disposal of its container, liquid, or contents, if desired and at state law and/or state regulation. When burning, be sure to not get into eyes, on clothing.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Container Disposal: Non-reconditionable container. Do not reuse or resell this container. Torsion ring (or equivalent). Then recycle, for available or purchase or disposal of its container, liquid, or contents, if desired and at state law and/or state regulation. When burning, be sure to not get into eyes, on clothing.
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**GENERAL METHOD OF APPLICATION**

Surfaces and objects must be dusted or vacuumed before applying. Spray surfaces and objects thoroughly until uniformly wet, allowing them to dry after applying. Surfaces treated with Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus must be applied until visibly wet, allowing them to dry after applying. Surfaces to be treated must be free of all obstructions to permit complete spraying. Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is effective on all surfaces and objects with which children and animals interact. Areas that are not accessible for spraying should be treated using other methods. Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is not a substitute for formaldehyde or other disinfectants effective against MRSA, nor decontaminates spaces already contaminated with MRSA.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area. Do not expose to direct sunlight. Keep out of reach of children and pets. Do not store near food, feed, or drinking water for livestock and pets.

**MICROBAN DISINFECTANT SPRAY PLUS**

**Product Information**

**Active Ingredients**

- Diisobutylphenoxyethoxy ethyl o-Phenylphenol ______________________________________    0.22%

**Net Contents:**

- 5 GAL. (18.9) Litres
- 1 GAL. (3.785) Litres
- 1 GAL. (3.785) Litres
- 128 oz. (0.036 mL)

**Container Disposal:**

- Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Tripe rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling, if possible.

**Waste Disposal:**

- Contaminated container or label: May contain hazardous materials, including residue from the product. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal. Dispose leftovers in a sanitary landfill. Do not incinerate unless specifically approved by state and local governments.

**WARNING:**

- Hazardous to humans and domestic animals. Avoid contact with skin and all areas of the body.
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Microban® Disinfectant Spray Plus is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses and Caused by Bacteria.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

GENERAL METHOD OF APPLICATION

Surfaces and objects must be treated in a clean, dry state before application. Spray surfaces and objects uniformly until thoroughly wet, so that treated surfaces and objects remain for at least 10 minutes. May be applied with a sprayer to impervious surfaces, but for 10 minutes. For objects, and to large area volume applications, use a sprayer equipped with a spray wand. Microban® Disinfectant Spray Plus must be stored in a cool, dry place, away from sunlight. Do not store near flammable materials. For areas where mold, mildew, fungus and odors are a problem.

DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT (Anti-Microbial)

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses and Caused by Bacteria.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

GENERAL METHOD OF APPLICATION

Surfaces and objects must be treated in a clean, dry state before application. Spray surfaces and objects uniformly until thoroughly wet, so that treated surfaces and objects remain for at least 10 minutes. May be applied with a sprayer to impervious surfaces, but for 10 minutes. For objects, and to large area volume applications, use a sprayer equipped with a spray wand. Microban® Disinfectant Spray Plus must be stored in a cool, dry place, away from sunlight. Do not store near flammable materials. For areas where mold, mildew, fungus and odors are a problem.

TEST FABRIC OR SURFACES IN AN INCONSPICUOUS AREA

stay out of smoke.

Container Disposal:

in landfill approved for pesticides.

Storage:

• Upholsterers’ Shops
• Waste Removal Service
• Refuse trucks
• Antique shops
• Bowling alleys
• Movie booths
• Pest Control Service

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus, when used as directed, is effective in decontaminating bedding, mattresses, textiles, drapes, upholstered furniture, rugs, carpets and in storage areas to control mold, mildew, fungus and odors wherever they are a problem.
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Microban® Disinfectant Spray Plus is a Broad Spectrum Disinfectant and is Also Effective Against Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses and Caused by Bacteria.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

GENERALLY ACCEPTABLE USES

inverness, buddleia, raisins, mop racks, and in Veterinary Clinics, including in offices, waiting areas and treatment areas.

Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus, when used as directed, is effective in decontaminating bedding, mattresses, textiles, drapes, upholstered furniture, rugs, carpets and in storage areas to control mold, mildew, fungus and odors wherever they are a problem.
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